The Light of Truth
“ The Alpha and Omega ”

Summary of Book I:
“ White washed is the canvass of our true afflictions,
our turmoil, and our spiritual poverty ! ”
This book offers you an entrance into a New Reality that we know not in this earth as one
body, one family nor as a spiritually healthy gathering as God’s children.
Knowing that we come from many angles there are many approaches and directions
available to you as you are free to choose when and where you go as we are all given the
gift of free will. “ My people perish for lack of knowledge” is the Scriptural cornerstone
of this work.
This canvass contains…A message in the form of a letter to God’s Children, A Vital
Message to the world blended with other select writings from a vast library of literary
works I have been given to write.
This book is…A Sharing of The Light that I have found, a wreckage of a man lost at the
bottom of the sea, a sheep that fell into an empty, dark well. An Invitation to The
Brighter Light that is our Hope In Christ, In Yah'shua and a re-introduction to His Father
Who Is Our Father…The Timeless and Ancient of Days...The Holy God of Israel !
It is a drink offering from a Well That Is Deep that supplies an endless eternal volume of
writings and guidance in order to learn seeing life and our world from a new perspective.
The broken candle on the cover signifies many things. Most clearly it reflects the great
brokenness in all things we see around us !
The most profound and troubling brokenness is to be found in each one of us. For that
which is broken that claims otherwise is as a false flame that consumes itself, others and
the dwelling place that is home to all !

We must be willing to look closely and examine how our reality based in the world is
actually surreal. We must be willing to see the erosion we have all allowed and
contributed to. Ignorance is a sad excuse for choosing to ignore that which is in plain
sight and not hidden.
Come to the table set and share a meal offered freely to the hungry and those starving in
spiritual poverty. A meal that satisfies the stomach that growls by day and by night. A
meal once tasted instills a new hunger; a new desire that will not settle for less, leaving
behind the insufficiency of the crumbs offered us in the world.
This book points to a place to rest one's head, to leave behind the turmoil of a life
traveled and to recognize how impoverished we have become as children and as a family
separated from God Our Father.
A place where The Light of A Candle lit by the Servant of All is one that cannot be
extinguished and can burn brighter in the hearts of we His children into our innermost
hidden fragilities and sacred innocence lost in a stormy sea called the world. It is we that
must say “Enough is Enough” and we that must want a new Light !
A place to look into the mirror of our true needs that are simple...Love, Compassion,
Kindness and, most of all, to treat one another's heart as sacred and precious space...It is
not man that can go to these deep places of our innermost being, it is The Lord God Who
cherishes and holds we His Creation sacred that can cross the chasm of our deepest fears
to meet our deepest longing with His Love, His Embrace and His Heart. His Heart can
re-unite with ours if we are willing...if we are willing to trust for the first time or willing
to trust just one more time !
It is a landing, an island and A Rock upon which we can wash up upon without judgment
of our condition, our weakness and our fearful vulnerability! There is a land that lies all
around can and us once again emerge from within us. It is we that live upon our own
islands of despair and of blindness that recognize not that the stormy sea separates us
from one another and from God.
It is A Hand extended toward us that can take our hearts and souls into His Bosom where
we may find rest and be healed, delivered from the fire that destroys into The Fire of A
Heart that burns Eternally as a fireplace warms us as we enter from the cold outdoors.
We ask nothing of you but to freely receive of that which we have received. You are
invited to a well that is deep and to come into A Light That Is Greater…A Lampstand
that is freely there for all!
The Light of Truth, The Alpha and Omega is a book for all of Father God’s children.
This book and the others to follow are not about religion, but are a way to come in touch
with and to know our Lord God, The Creator of The Heavens and earth, His Son Jesus
Christ and the Holy Spirit. There is much darkness on earth today… these writings are
here to awaken God’s children and to show them The Light Of Truth.

The Light of Truth is comprised of three books. This book is a journey and begins with
Book I entitled The Alpha and Omega ! The book is written from two perspectivesGod’s Perspective and my perspective as a follower of The Lord Our God. There is a
Oneness that I have experienced by being found, being met at the worst time of my life
which was my great fall. This work is a revelation, an unveiling through The Light of
His Spirit for those who seek yet cannot find. It is a work that will be far reaching into the
horizon …reaching believers and unbelievers with a renewed message of hope and a
Truth that is sharp, A Truth that is not blurred into the untouchable gray of compromise!
Division reigns amongst God’s children and God Is Not The Author of Division. The
True Sovereignty and Reign are to be given to Our Lord GOD !!! The Father and The
Son Are One Spirit. This book is a sharing of the journey to a Higher Place, the place of
a True Relationship With Father God, Deliverance By His Son and a new life Led of The
Spirit That Is Truly Holy And Sacred…timeless and ancient (despite our so-called
worldly modernizations) ! The book is also a message to the world that so desperately
needs A True Light, A Re-Introduction To The Ancient of Days and The Good News that
still Lives In Christ Jesus, In Yah’shua. The heart bowed becomes the heart
humbled…the self-will yielded to The Greater Will is the heart that bows, obeys and then
serves as a true servant Led By and Guided By The True Servant of ALL!
Let us gather in The Light Of His Lampstand! We can be one in His Light…
Let us gather together as children of God ! Let us bury the division that buries the
innocent that are many…
What the world has eroded away can be gathered to become as the mortar that binds
together a new house, a new structure built upward with lowly humility firmly upon The
Rock. The Rock of our redemption and salvation...A New House where we may dwell
together with He Who Seeks to Dwell with us, amongst we His People !
But first we must acknowledge that we are indeed lost sheep in need of A Good Shepherd
! It is the sheep that has no shepherd that lives alone, separated from the flock
and Our Good Shepherd !
Let us come together and learn how to Love again without hurt, pain and anguish. May
we learn to reach out to the needy by ourselves acknowledging our need and then
reaching out to receive. For he who has not received into the deepest of places cannot
freely give of a cup that has been filled and is readied to overflow. Our cups are filled
with cracks and voids that cannot hold the Good Wine. The cup that is our heart is need
of repair, if not replacement. If we have but crumbs we cannot feed another. If we settle
for death as life then we cannot offer life unto another. And...he and she that know not
the true source of these things Eternal know not a New Life, a new hope and a new love
that will endure beyond the rule of our selfishness and callous disregard for the we that
are all children of God. It is the flesh that is selfish unto the suffering and neglect of
others that leaves a residue of the ash of lives lost forevermore in the history of our hearts
closed, hardened. Separated from one another are we that are to be gathered together
seeking at every moment The Heart of Our Loving and Kind Creator.

He that has never left our side as we wander aimlessly down the wide path of our
collective destruction in this space granted us, made for us…we and HIM together !
Seek the place to find yourself once again. It is hard to find anything in a room
shadowed in the darkness. To find and take back what a thief has stolen...to receive The
Promise of an inheritance in The Son...a return, released from our chains to venture back
into a seamless connection with God, with our heritage and with the blood that has
flowed forth vessel to vessel out of A Promise Made, The Promise of a Great Nation
Made to Abraham, a friend of The Lord's.
A place to come to know how we have come against God Who Is Our Friend… Who Has
Extended His Hand to us Through His Most Precious Son Christ Jesus, Yah'shua that we
may, through coming to Know Him, come to once again be a friend unto Him and then
truly we can become friends, brothers and sisters once again…
One as They Are One…Amen !

“ Perfect is the measure and flow of God’s Love. It is the brook that pours
forth the living Water… His Light reaches deep into the heart parched…
that truly fills to overflowing that we might embrace and dance for
the ages together in Life Eternal… Amen ! “

Why do I believe that this book will be of interest and
Come to be read by the many?
Through the years as I have shared individual writings that have been compiled for this
book I have found a reception of the materials to be appreciated and widely accepted.
The variety of people include young people all the way up to people in their 80’s.
Comments have included “ this work needs to get out for everyone to see”, “ I need
something better than I am finding on the shelves and I will buy your book when it comes
out ! “ What is such a great blessing is that the book is already being talked about around
the country before it hits the stores. People that I have spoken to about the book say to
me “ Send me the book and I will let everyone know about it “ which is encouraging as
they have not even read the book yet ! I have shared the full work of book I with several
people who have indicated that every time you read the book you see and learn
something new even after several reads. I am indeed encouraged and thankful for the
great reception of this invitation…I believe that a great number are looking for
and will sit at this table set that is

Lit By The Centerpiece of The Table…Our Gracious Lord and God !!!

Who is the target audience for this book, these writings and
why is this message important ?
Everyone…this is a book that cannot be so easily quarantined or held captive within a
given category as it fits no category. This book cuts a new path that will cross over into
every walk of life being so desperately needed right NOW in this Time !
This book speaks to people of all walks of life…the rich, the poor, those who believe,
those who do not believe, the religious, the spiritual and all points in between !
These writings speak to Jews and Gentiles as one, as One Body In Christ, one people that
are God’s children that He Loves equally in a measure greater than their division…both
internal and between each other. As Paul was called to bring The Gospel to the gentiles
he did not deny anyone The Truth and The Word of God he spoke…so to I am called to
bring unity In Christ, In Yah’shua where there is only strife, confusion and a lack of the
proper wisdom to truly love one another as Jesus modeled. Let us also remember that
Jesus was ridiculed for dining with sinners, yet many believers believe themselves so
upright in self-righteousness that many condemn and judge according to their so-called
Holy lives lived when in reality they too continue to sin…often believers who have a
Bible and ample opportunity to read it sin knowingly while using the basis of our faith as
justification. This justification comes through flesh misinterpretations and manipulation
of The Truth to suit the desires of the life they wish to live that falls sadly short of the
mark set forth throughout the Scriptures.
The Light of The Truth of The Lampstand of He That Is The Alpha and Omega in all
things is for everyone, every one of God’s children and their children’s children. Let us
be a people that break the chains of bondage of sin that we may be a generation that
passes forward no sin and iniquity burden upon the next, the next, the next and the next !
The sheep that have strayed must now seek The Voice of The True Good Shepherd and
must stop wanting their way and calling their will The Will of The Good Shepherd.
Furthermore, where there is no peace of still waters and rest in His green pastures then
there is no Good Fruit…may we take time to look into the baskets, our hearts to see what
we have gathered, what has impoverished us Spiritually and is robbing as a thief in
disguise The Gift of Life Eternal…The disguise is the twisting of evil into good and good
into evil…and the thief’s name is the deceiver…we must first come to a stop, look and
recognize what we have gathered in our lives, our hearts…our basket ! We cannot
simply call rotten fruit Good Fruit and expect to be a branch of The Vine in The Vineyard
of The Lord. As we cannot gather Good Fruit and place it in our basket filled with rotten
fruit as it sill spoil The Good Fruit, we must come before God in honesty and with a
repentant heart…that which is gathered and rotten cannot remain without destroying
us…I say bring destruction unto destruction itself by owning our poor, often uniformed
choices and believe that He will forgive us as we know not what we have done…the
distance we have strayed nor the depth of the gap between God and we His children that
we have nurtured through laziness and ignorance (that is to say to ignore The Truth and
God Himself according to our desire to hide clothed in our sin).

Soberness, vigilance and the dedication to live a New Life cannot be achieved if we do
not wish to endure agonizing struggles against our flesh that rules in this world. Spiritual
blindness is preceded by man’s desire to live within the confines of darkness and to live
lives that cannot contain the peace of good conscience well served. Being married to the
sinful world yields only the disparity of a heart that has been mislead into believing that
happiness and life are to be found in the world. One cannot so easily cross the gap of
this reality, how we become married to the world for our needs. To place trust and hope
into the lowly kingdom of the world is to trust that it will provide a relationship
everlasting which it cannot do…in fact it comes against The Eternal Relationship
Promised Of God And In Christ…and if the bride’s gown is stained of the world then the
bride requires the cleansing of the many stains By The Blood of Christ, The Blood of
Yah’shua that is The Atoning Blood. Yet atonement cannot come lest we repent of being
the wayward bride that sleeps in the world bed of iniquity. Yet forgiveness cannot come
if the trespasser is unwilling to look into the mirror to ponder their lives according to that
which was set forth by God long ago, which cannot be altered in order to support our
continued hiding, clothed in our shame. The bride adorned in jewelry of the world is not
the brilliant jewel in The Crown of The Lord. The true bride’s dowry is what she has
stowed away In The Kingdom of Heaven and it resides in her heart. The bride is properly
prepared. The bride restored is the bride that can enter into an Eternal Covenant that
cannot be broken with God. To claim a covenant of promise the bride must first come
out of brokenness, slavery and sin Free In Christ and thus able to uphold a true
everlasting promise. If we simply dance the dance of illusion, we cannot celebrate a true
Unity nor Everlasting Life. We cannot simply claim The Wine of The Vineyard while
drunken in the wine of the world. Cleansed, Purified By Fire and Released In Christ is
the bride that will not be caught searching for the oil for her lamp in the world when the
wedding is to begin…she will not show up late when the door has closed.
Let us stop this foolishness and become wise in the ways written…let us not continue in
this path of our own destruction taking everyone we can gather with us. I say be gathered
In Christ, In Yah’shua now. Do not procrastinate or believe that God will just wait
around for me until I am ready. The time of recompense is upon us. The reaping of what
one sows is now becoming more immediate as we have entered a new time, a final time !
May time stand still long enough for you to ponder these important matters of Eternity
and for you to hear The Still Voice that is the only Voice that if trusted in and followed
will bring you out of the darkness into His Light…out of the wilderness into the green
pasture…out of the desert and into The Garden ! May The Lord be trusted to help us
clean out our gardens that have been overgrown with weeds and disparity. May The
Lord’s Face shine upon you and your hearts that you may know a new life in The Light
of His Perfection…May no shadow of darkness stand in the way of your Freedom That Is
Everlasting In Christ…Amen !
Granted eyes to see and ears to hear I have seen and heard much…It is now time that we
see things from His Perspective and cast to the ground the false, watered down version of
The True and Sacred Gospel for it has become an abomination in His Sight. I ask “ how
is an unbeliever to come to Christ if the institutions model hypocrisy, ungodliness,
division and confusion. The Church of Christ, of Yah’shua The High Priest does not

alienate and separate from another due to disagreement as to interpretation and meaning
of The Scriptures. One ought literally throw the Bible to the ground and stomp upon it
considering it would properly reflect how God’s children have chosen the path of least
resistance, the path of pride and of fleshly comfort over The Pure And Sacred New Live
offered us in The Testaments that bear witness to what it really takes to follow The Lord.
This has not changed, man has changed. I believe that in quietness many see that which I
write about taking place but are fearful about…unwilling to make waves by standing In
Christ, In His Light and saying something, doing something. Perhaps I am just a spark to
ignite a fire, a desire to uphold that which is truly ancient, timeless and is not to be
altered to fit mankind’s desire to stand in brazen pride before God The Father
proclaiming their sanctity, proclaiming themselves the only voices of God…thus making
the flock docile and dependent upon the earthly leader rather than Being Led of The Holy
Spirit…teaching every man, woman and child how to hear and know God’s Good and
Pleasing Will…teaching that The Holy Spirit Led life is to model the walk of the
disciples and of Christ…teaching that the flesh is blind and cannot hear God’s Voice and
Will…and teaching that Christ Jesus, Yah’shua is their Way to an Eternal Freedom
rather than witnessing that words spoken are too often empty when one’s life has not
truly changed or is a faith in action…the narrow path is indeed narrower than
narrow…we cannot continue to define our broad path as the true narrow one if The Truth
And Light of Christ do not reside in the heart of the believer…preferring to view
darkness as Light and then claiming this darkness to be Freedom In Christ, In
Yah’shua…this is both wrong and will not remain standing in the time that is coming and
already in motion Spiritually right now !

Author bio and other information about myself:
A. From the author…This work is not about me…the only reflection of me you will see
is my initials Cd’A… It Is About Him…Life Is In Christ Jesus,

It Is In Yah’shua…It Is About Him, not us !
I am but a humble scribe granted a pen and an inkwell fed of The Well That Is Deep !
Endless is the flow of The Spirit That Is Greater…
The Sacred Spirit of Yah, The Heart of God The Father…Amen!
All that I have is my witness! I was trapped in a corner with nowhere to go but
upward…a direction I did not understand or know. Faith I knew not yet a glimmer of
hope remained in my heart buried under the rubble that was my existence…with nowhere
to go, with no one that could understood the depth of my turmoil and afflictions. The
God Of Israel knocked upon my door through His Son Christ Jesus, Yah’shua (Father
God’s Salvation). He reached across the chasm, the dark valley whose shadow I resided
in as a blind man who knew not The Way. His Light and Love came to embrace a
tattered soul…dead inside and yet alive was the man He Met right where I stood…the
rest is history since then and history in the making day by day as I walk With Him and
He With Me. This Light is not reserved for me alone but is offered to the many…Seek
and Ye Shall Find…Knock and He Will Answer…Amen!

B. From a friend and beloved brother In Christ…
“ The Man I know Cd’A…The Lord has truly blessed me in that I was able to meet Cd’A
back in June 1999, at this time Cd’A had no relationship with God the Father, His Son
Jesus Christ and The Holy Spirit. In 2000 Cd’A began a journey that brought the Lord
into his life thanks to a friend who has a strong spiritual relationship with the Lord.
Since this time he has completely given himself to The Lord and has freely laid his life
down for The Lord. He is willing to lay his life down for others. He is willing to
challenge without fear of death the many goliaths that have taken over our land, our
home! He is a blessed man with a heart that is so warm with Love that everyone notices
him when he walks by them, he has a gleam about him that is like know other that I have
witnessed. God The Father has given this man a special gift, through discernment he has
received many words from the Lord and as a scribe has written them into many writings.
Cd’A takes no recognition for the work as it was given to him from God through The
Holy Spirit. Cd’A is a humble man who loves The Lord Our God like no other.
The book is based on how God’s children have forgotten The Ancient Ways of The Lord.
It is a difficult look into The Mirror of God's Heavenly Perspective that should always
override ours. The book shows us how we have swayed off the good path and entered
into the darkness of evil having forgotten about Our Lord. Making light the dark, dark
the light and living in a lukewarm existence, The good and proper teachings of The Old
and New Testaments have been cast aside for differing interpretations along with
manipulations that falsely justify very devious behavior according to The True Gospel set
forth as The Good News so long ago. God’s children instead have chosen to follow the
desires of their flesh, chasing money, power, and seeking their comfort in things that are
not of Light or of Love. The book is an invitation to those who seek God but really don’t
know God. The work is to awaken God’s children and offer them The True Path that has
been obscured, that has been blurred, back to Him as God Still Loves His children for He
knows that they know not what they do. And for those that do what they do that should
know better as leaders...well…there are many Woe’s that should speak to them clearly !
The book will enlighten those who seek The Lord and will teach them to not hate but to
Love. Love is the “Key” to open up your heart and seek The Lord. Love and Life is The
Light of Truth to be found in Christ Jesus, In Yah’shua and is Father God’s Wish. Death,
deprivation and hatred are not of the hearts we were given in our beginnings. We are all
God’s children, there is to be no separation, we must all seek God’s Love and Wisdom in
order to have this, our earth be as it is in Heaven. To “ be prepared” requires no less than
a full submission, trust and steadfast reliance in The Son…Amen ! The Truth is indeed
hidden in plain sight and Cd’A is willing to bring it out into the open for all to see !
The book is a gift from The Lord to Cd’A who was instructed to share the gift…We find
ourselves in the uncertainty of the end of days… the time is now “The Revelation Age!”
and we as God’s children must change our ways. “ “Awaken!”

God wants His children to “Awaken!”

The Time Is NOW for this book and the message contained therein!

This is the first book that I have published and there
are two books to follow of

The Light of Truth 777 Series !
The second book is

The Light of Truth Book II:

“ Lord and Kingdom Consciousness. ”
The third book is

The Light of Truth Book III:

“ The Holy Spirit Led Life. ”
I have been given much that now includes thousands of pages of writings that take the
form of psalms, poems, overtures, teachings, prophetic glimpses
and works of reverence unto The Lord.
There will be many more books assembled and coming forth in the years
to come that are now becoming both fewer and shorter !

Thank you and
Sincerely,
Cd’A

Please take the time to visit our website that supports the books
and is a gift offering to you of the so much more that
I have received of The Lord Who Is Kind
and Compassionate toward this
little sheep of His !

www.TheWellisDeep.org

